


What Causes Bad or "Dirty Power"? 

Why Do You Need "CLEAN" Power Quality? 

Today's high-tech business facilities require dependable and clean electrical energy, now more 
than ever. Electrical systems have been designed the same way for over 100 years. Over this 
time, sensitive electronics, designed to be more powerful and efficient, require absolute clean 
power to provide the best performance. Any small electrical disturbances (electrical noise, 
micro-surges, harmonics) will affect the performance and life of electronic equipment. Typically, 
these disturbances go unnoticed and replacing equipment early becomes "routine maintenance". 
Over 85% of the disturbances in a facility are generated from electrical equipment inside the 
building which share the same distribution system. The other 15% would be from external 
sources, such as lightning strikes or utility switching. 

Filters are designed for Water, Air, Oil and other media for increased performance and extended 
life. Your electrical system also needs filtration to remove damaging "Dirty" power, which 
continuously degrades the life of your electronics and other equipment. For long-life 
performance of electrical equipment, it is imperative to protect and filter your electrical 
distribution system. 

What Are Results of Electrical Filtration? 



How Do I Know If I Have Bad or "Dirty Power"? 

I Believe I Have Some Issues, What Is the Process for Correction? 

There are varying degrees of power quality issues. First, we must determine the quality of power 
at your facility and establish a baseline for correction. We can then recommend actions to 
correct the issues and implement the necessary electrical filtration. Through the utilization of 
microprocessor-based data recording, O&M Resources can help you locate and determine your 
power quality issues. We will then work with you and your staff to provide filtration that will 
optimize your electrical environment and help protect your facility against poor power quality, 
lightning & surge events and other electrical issues and unexpected interruptions, thus keeping 
your operations and equipment running smoothly and efficiently. 

Steps to Solutions: 
I 

' " Site Analysis 
- 1 - Defining Power Quality Problem 

,, ' 

-;- Type of Equipment Failing or Malfunctioning, Timestamp of Occurrence/ Specific-Random 
I 

_' 2 "_ Power Quality Monitoring 
,, _ , Record Data at Predetermined Locations with high-performance meters & equipment 

-;-
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_' 3 "_ Assessment of Data 
,, _ , Analyze collected data 

-;-
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' " Implement the Solution 
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-;-
Utilize filtration designed to optimize power quality in your facility 
Filtration solution is backed by a 10-year warranty 
ROI (Return on Investment) as short as 6 months






